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1. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC DEFINITIONS 
In this paper we answer a question raised in [l]. Namely, we describe 
the relationship between R (the segment ring) and L (the square-free ring): 
two rings in which “all computations pertaining to the Inclusion-Exclusion 
Principle can be performed [...omissis...] with great ease and without fear” 
(the quotation is from [ 1 I). 
We recall now the definitions (given in [ 11) of rings R, L together with 
the definitions of two functions p: R -+ N, v: L + N which give the com- 
binatorial meaning of R, L. Let C= {oi, Go,..., o,}, for any finite n, be a 
nonempty collection of subsets of an N-element set W, where some set may 
be empty or coincide with each other. Thus C is a multiset of subsets. Let 
P be the free associative ring with identity over the rationals freely 
generated by n variables xi, x2,..., x,; and let I be the ideal (submodule) 
generated by all monomials xi, xi, .. . xik in which at least two indices are 
not in increasing order, that is those monomials for which i, b i,, for some 
p <q. Let R = P/I, and let y be the canonical homomorphism of P onto 
P/Z. The noncommutative multiplication in R (note that we writef, for the 
image of xi under y) is completely determined by the rules 
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To stress the fact that in R the indices of monomials are strictly increasing 
k-tuples, the nonzero monomials of R will be called segments (and their 
degree their length). The identity I is considered to be the only “segment of 
length zero.” We introduce now a function V: R + N defined on the 
segments as follows: 
when k > 0, v(fi,fi2...-fik) is the number of elements of W belonging to the 
set g,, n rriz n . . . n crir but not belonging to any set g,, n CJ,* n . . n a,, , for 
any k-tuple lexicographically smaller than the k-tuple (ii, i?,..., i,); 
moreover we set v(Z) = N. 
Since the segments are linearly independent( [ 1, Proposition 21) v can be 
extended to all elements of R by linearity. We turn now to the definition of 
a companion ring: let Q be the free commutative and associative ring with 
identity in n variables y, , y2,..., y,! ; and let J be the ideal generated by the 
elements y”, for any d> 1. Let L = Q/J, and let “J be the canonical 
homomorphism of Q onto Q/J. The multiplication in L (note that we write 
g; for the image of y, under y is completely determined by the rules 
g,g, = gigI whenifj 
0 otherwise. 
Thus in L there are no monomials with repeated variables. In passing we 
note that there are as many monomials in L as segments in R. 
We define now a linear function ~1: L -+ N by setting p(gi, g, . . . gjk) to be 
the number of elements of W which belong to the set oil n oil n . . . n ark 
and to no other Gi* Accordingly, we set p(J) to be the number of elements 
of W not belonging to any cr,, and then extend the definition of p to the 
whole L. 
2. R-L CONNECTION 
To describe the relationship between the rings R and L, we introduce the 
maps 4: R -) L and $: L + R, and then we will show that indeed they are 
the inverse of each other. 
DEFINITION 1. Let 4: R + L be a mapping such that, for any segment of 
R, 
where the sum ranges over all the h-tuples having (i,, i2,..., ik) as prefix. 
Then q5 is extended by linearity to the whole R. 
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Note that, according to our definition, the image of any segment 
Ll fi,,..*, f, under 4 can be written as follows: 
where o! = g, giz...g,. 
Before going any further we make the obvious remark that since R is a 
commutative ring and L is a noncommutative one, it is a hopeless task to 
find any operation-preserving mapping between the two rings. Indeed the 
solution of our problem will be found by exploiting the combinatorial 
meaning of R, L given by the functions p, v. 
We will show next that q5 preserves the combinatorial interpretation of R 
as in the following example. 
Let C = (a,, c2, a,>, then, for instance, 
THEOREM 1. The following diagram 
commutes; that is, for any z E R, v(z) = p(qS(z)). 
Proof Let s = h,fi,... fik be any segment of R, and let M, be the set 
CT,, n gIz n . . . n bik. We will show that any element of W counted by v(s) is 
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indeed counted by P(~(s)) as well and vice versa. Since v, 11, 4 are linear 
functions this will suffice to prove the theorem. 
By definition of v, any element x E W taken into the account by v(s), 
belongs to M, and does not belong to any k-intersection corresponding to 
a k-tuple lexicographically less than (i, , i2 ,..., ik). Hence two possibilities are 
left : 
either x E M, and to no other 6, 
or x E M, and to some other subset By,, crjz ,..., ajh, 
where ik < j, < j, < ...j,, < n. Thus (Definition 1) x is counted by p f@(s)) 
as well. 1 
We give now an analogous construction starting from the square-free ring. 
DEFINITION 2. Let $: L --) R be a mapping such that, for any monomial 
of L, 
ICI(gi,gi,...g,)=fi,f;,...fi~ - 1 fi,fiz...fil;fi; 
j> ik 
then $ is extended by linearity to the whole L. 
This definition tells us that the image of gi, g,...g, under $ is obtained by 
subtracting all the segments of length k + 1 having (il, &,..., ik) as prefx, 
from the homologous segment fifi, fi,... f,, . 
Next, we will show that $ preserves the combinatorial meaning of L as 
in the following example: let C = { CT~, g2, c3) then, for instance, 
Ia1 na;najI =~(g,)=v(f,)-v(fif;)-(fif3)=v(ll/(g,)) 
= V(f,) 
. . . . 
* . . . . ,’ 
..’ ’ * 
= V(flf2) 
# . . . a-. 
lllllll = Uflf3) 
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THEOREM 2. The following diagram 
Ly2R 
N 
commutes; that is, for any z E L, p(z) = v(tj(z)). 
This theorem could be given a simple combinatorial proof as with the 
previous one. However, we would rather prove it as a consequence of 
THEOREM 3. The mappings 4, $ are the inverse of each other. 
Proof Once again, by linearity of CJ~,, li/, it will suffice to show that 
$(4(s)) = S, for any segment s = f,, ,f,,... ,f,, of R. Let r = g,, giz... g,, By for- 
mula (*) we can write 
= s - c Jf,, + c sf,, - 1 .q,,,f,z + "' + J.f !A-+, . . .. f,, =s. I 
il >!A /I >fh ,?>/I >Jh 
Now we return to the proof of Theorem 2: Let z be any element of L and 
let a = I&). Then write 
p(z) =A$-‘(a)) = A&a)) = v(a) = v(4(--))3 
where the second equality holds by Theorem 1 and the third one holds by 
Theorem 3. 
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